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A. The aim of this paper is to set forth the aeneral factors involved in
.comnunications trai iag as it pertains to active operations. These general factors
include definitions, content, scope, time and personnel requirements. It is our
desire that all staff personnel concerned with agent communications training be
advised of the general problems and practices therein,

II.	 REC;.17IT'',7:TFACTOS 

A. Other factors permitting, we in Connunicatioas consider an agent, or pros?
pective a7ent, ,aho is a trained radio operator as the best source of agent W/T trainee..
As yet, there is no substitute for experience. The iapottant "experience" in the
recruitment of VT operators is 7/T operating of any sort.- 170 are most interested in
operating ability rather than technical ability. Allied specialized experience does,
however, have some bearing in the recruitment of 	 agent operators. For example,
telegraph operators, electricians, radio technicians, cipher clerks, past or present,
fit in this category.. Assuming a given individual is being considered for an agent
17/T role but possesses no past VIT experience, we must apply certain assessment and
aptitude tests in order to determine the advisability of training said individual in
communications, Prospective trainees without communications background will form the
largest category of students due to availability and security factors?

III. ASS:eSS7=T a7:11 APTITUDE TESTS

A. The basic elements we are concerned with in assessing an individual for
coalunications training are:

1. Code Aptitude - This is the primary test involved and the results
attained on the standard AP,C-1 code aptitude test reflect whether or not the
prospective trainee's aptitude is sufficiently high to warrant further
consideration.

2. The individuAl l s age - Generally speakina, the younger a raw trainee
is, the nore rapidly he can be taught.

3. Languages and degree of fluency . This is very important to us in
overcoming language barriers and in determining the availability of special
language instructors., Languaae is also important in the preparation of
instructional material to meet the requirement.

4. Educational level - Present complexities of ciphers, plans, procedures,
and equipment require a certain minimal intelligence and educational level as
a requisite to successful training.

5. General experience and background - 	 are particularly interoated in
relating past experience to the communications training program. Does the
trainee possess past experience in communications? Does he knelt/ anything of
ciphers? Is he a musician? Does he have mechanical aptitudes?

B. The results of communicaLions testing and assessment serve as a basis for
recommending or not recommending an individual for communications training, and permit
us to estimate the time period involved and the probable degree of competency which
can be expected at the completion of training. The most important test is whether
or not an individiml has code aptitude. Unless an individual has been, or is a VT
operator, this aptitude test is required in every case.

IV. CT;;;AP017.Cv.c.; =IUD 

A. Planned and prospective operitional programs requiring communications
training should be discussed with a member of the Communications Staff in the field
as soon as possible. This discussion will aid the Case Officer concerned in formula-
ting plans and requests for name Office approval and will alert the Communications,
Staff for scheduling purposes.
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B. Local field clearance may bp griliiemaby the Area Communisations Officer for
basic training (i.e. not involving operational equipment, ciphers, plans, procedures,
etc :T after assessment. He intermediate nor advanced training, however, ma„-- , be under-
taken without specific Home Office approval. This approval should be requested by a
the Case °facer concerned and must be coordinated with the Comunications Division
at the lame Office.
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C. It should be further noted that ri operation involvine codes or ciehers
eust ee cleured with Comunicatioes. Security at the :Tome Of rice

V."TeaTa'aD 

e. 'lesumine that a trainee possesses averaee aptitade, intellieence, interest,
emotional balance end health, we require a minimum of three months intensive and
continuoue (3 hours daily, 5 consecutive days per aeel0 comunications trainiee to
prepare that trainee for an active operational IT role. If trainine is non-intensive
bat reesonahle consistent, six months time should be planned for communications
trainine.

3. Should a eiven trainee possess prior VT operatine experience, de still
strongly uree that three aonths intensive training he plained since, at the completion
of the proeran, the trainee will be aood—not simply passable.

C. It is extreeelv difficult to set forth time reluirements in the case of non-
intensive communications training. The overall time period is obvi:usly much longer
than under intensive training. The variables, however, are so numerous that we prefer
to treat such cases on an individual basis.

VI. IrSTRUCTOR =SIM-RATIONS

A. The Communications Training Staff instructors are generally committed on a
full-tine basis at %ay given ti-e. 7,a3 must, therefore, fit each new trainee into the
overall schedule. Specific notice, w 11 in advance, of a training reguirament should
be given the Communications Section.

3, non-Enelish speaking trainees present a language problem of considerable
import due to the scarcity of foreign language communications instructors. The pro-
blem nay be net in the following w.ave

1. Assien a stiff instructor possessing fluency in the foreign language
of the trainee to the case when possible.

2. Make use of a foreign translator available on a full-training time
basis. Preferably this translator already communications trained or to be
comunications trained with the trainee. This method is often adaptable when
foreign group interests are involved.

3. nake use of the translation abilitaof a staff case officer on a
regularly scheduled basis.

4. Failing all else, instruct by sign language, demonstration, etd.,
aided, perhaps, by written material previously translated into the language
concerned.

CA The most efficient training system from a staff point of view is that which
permits several trainees to meet with two or more instructors at a central point. Each
individual trainee or trainee group is restricted to a secure room in order to prevent
contact between trainees. In this way reasonably constant instructions to a number of
trainee can be accomplished with a minimal instruction staff. This is true regardless
of the particular stage of training being undertaken by any individual trainee. Also
note that greater instructional efficiency results since instructors are shifted, thus
breaking the monotony of a single full...time teacher.

D. Men training 'lust be on a decentralized basis, intensive communications
training requires the constant and 3-hour daily duties of one instructor per trainee,.
or croup of trainees, for a mininun of three months. Thus, the instructor nay live
in the house where the trainee lives and learns, may commute from nearby quarters to
the training house, or my have the trainee report to an inaividudl instructional
area. This individual system is obviously less economical from an instructor-time
standpoint than the proceeding centralized and multiple trainee system.

iiil dopaVtares 'in 1Cart' 4 çrsrp poRsible from th above systems,
any departure inplies a longer time erioc1 p1r required toT!paaM ations train •
agent 7:/T operators .; , r	

•	 ,.

F. The nost effective instructoli timersaving method is to rely upon euporvised
self-teaching. This;method is particularlapplicable during basicappd intermediate
commnications training. Under this method; the instructor lays out 5:0,self-teaching
program, briefs the tr4inee on its use, and checks the trainee's progress periodically.
In basic training, this method may be used with much success without an uhdlle instruc-
tor time committnent. A simple code teaching device, such as the instrudOtraph
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(a non-claseified and well known piece of equiement the size of a woman's vanity box)
effectively relieves the instructor of the full-time instructional requirement.
Derine intermediate, advanced and continuing trailing additional equiement may be
utilized, dependent upon individual security and cover conoiderations, for self
trainine.

• G. Any self-teaching uethod must, however, be aueeentod by intensive training
of limited duration before it is truly effective.

VII. STAlee CF C07.177JITICeTIO'.7.S TRAM= 

A. Basic Communications TrainiaG

1. Memorization and learning of the international morse code.
2.. Attaining a code speed, through practice of receiving and sending

code, of approximately 10-12 words per minute,
3. Basic international radio procedure (e.m the cell-up, fundamental

”Q" signals, their meaning and use),2
4. .General principles of receiver tuning and the basic interrelationship

of time-frequency-pouer.

D. Intermediate Commnnications Training,

1. Continuation of basic communications training.
2. Continuation and amplification of the principles of radio procedure.
3. Actual on-the-air or simulated ore-the-air receiving and two-way contacts.
I. The principle of signal plans (i.e. time-frequency-identification)
5. Equipment familiarization: In the case of agent operators, familiari-

zation to be on any representative type of agent radio equipment. Such training
to include operator maintenance.

6. Power and power sources: A. C. mains, wet and dry cell batteries and
maneal power (e.g. hand. generator) as applicable.

7. Antenna principles and practices.

C. Advanced Communications Train

1. Continuation of intermediate communications training.
2. Training on final type signal plans and radio procedure.
3. Training in final type cipher and/or code systems.
4. Upon the attainment of an on-the-air code speed of 16 wpm, the agent

operator will be radio fingerprinted.
5. Complete briefing to include operator maintenance in the specific type

of agent radio equipment to be used on the operation.
6. The introduction of simulated or actual malfunctions in equipment,

operating principles, traffic handling, etc.

Upon the completion of advanced training, an agent radio operator trainee will
be completely trained to perform his operational role.

D. Communications Operational 9riefing 

1. The delivery of operational ciphers, signal plans, crystals and, in
most cases, equipment immediately prior to operational activation.

2. Specific operational instructions to be given at this time. Each item
of material will be checked by the briefing officer, preferably in the presence
of tho agent, priorj to issue in order to insure the completeness of the issue.•

g. Continuinel, Joint, and Refresher Traininq

1. If, after a trainee has completed advanced communications training, he
is not to be activated oeerationally for a period of time, it is highly advisable
to continue his comunications training. This "continuing" training does not
necessarily introduce new stibject matter, but rather is gauged to retain the
abilite level in communicationsability 	 attained. The most effective manner
in which this level can be held is to have the trainee continue to operate an
on-tirealir signal plan with t1,1Q trainingebase.

"Ccatinuing" trainine ra4y4141.1 be incorporated into a cembined training
prCeram '.4eich fellows intensive Clommunications trainiilg. For example, physiCal
coriditioning, Ma'e reading, parachuting, etc., may inbOrporate fi4d problems
during which on-the-air contacts may become an integral part. -.011JOuld appre-
ciate having two hours of communications training daily during this stage of
an operation. In addition 'be :el-the-air contacts, code copying from the base
blind broadcast is a elsortl training aid.
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0030-0920
0930-102o
1o3o-1120
1130-1220
1230-1330
1330-1420

1430-1520
1530-1620
1630,a730

D. Daily teaining

0330-0920
0930-1020
1030-1120
1130-1220
1230-1330
1330-142o
1430-1520
1530-1620
1630-1730

-

1.4

3. In those cases when a W/T agent operltor has completed communications
training, hut is not available for continuing training, it is advisable to
render periodic refresher training on an intensive short-term basis. Rapidly
taught individuals lose their ability far more readily than a slcaly trained
and long experienced individual, The frequency of refresher training is, in
general, individually determined. '.:ell trained 1-7/T operators who do not
practice cominicuti-ms in their daily lives require one refresher period
anually. Other VT agent trainees require periods of from one period monthly
to tao periods annually. The time period in question will vary from two to
ten days, depending upon individual circumst.nces.

•
VIII. TRA17.17.1G sc:r.Dars

A. It is not possible to outline a training schedule for use under each of the
many training situations we are confronted with at this time. ge can, however, reflect
a distribution of time and content by means of the representative daily outlines used
during intensive comunications

Daily training

0030-0920
0930-1020

1o30-1120
1130-122o
1230-1330
1330-142o
1430-152o
1530-162o
1630-1730

schedule-basic communications training:

Code Receiving
Lecture/demonstration on code reception, printing methods,
procedure, prosigns, international signals etc. (One subject
per period)
Code Receiving
Code Sending
Lunch
Code Copying
Code Sending
Equipment familiarization, principles of receivers, tuning, etc.
Code Copying

C. Daily training schedule - intermediate communications training

Code Receiving
Table nets - reduced distance circuits --on-the-air operation
Equipment familiarization
Cipher instruction (primary. system)
Lunch
Signal plan fundamentals, radio procedure, prosigns, opera.
ting signals.
Copying blind broadcast
Code sending and copying
Cipher instruction - antenna and field expedient instruction-
elementary theory as it pertains to practice.

schedule - advanced communications training

Code Copying
On-the-air operation with signal plan and ciphers
Cipher Instruction
Cipher Instruction - Security Lectures
Lunch
On-the-air operation
D1'nd broadcast copying
Code Copying
Operator t s equipment maintenance . correction of common
malfunctions in equiliment - antennae principles and
expedients - power source problems, etc.

Usly=1 During advanced training, students will participate in day and night.
field problems, simulating as nearly as possible the Zield conditions anticipated
in the actual operation.

IX. OPER:,TIMAL CTIBCTITsT 

The Case Officer 

A. Consat with a cemmunicationsyqprIodn*ti* during the planning stages of
an operation for purposes of mutual supp'CK id coxdination. General factors
Communicaiions is interested in discussing are:

1. Availability of proposed trainee(s) for assessment purposes. !rake
available answers to points under Para IlIs if known.
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2. Approxinate activation date for the proposed operation.
3. Basic mission of the operation.
L. Area of operation.

11:xpected traffic volumes on the '::/T circuit(s).
6. Language to be used in ciphers. no will prepare outgoing messages.

7ho will handle incoming messages.
7. Iku maw contacts weekly envisaged.
3. Power sources in the area of operation.
2. 1:eans of delivering equipment. Restrictions oasis°, weight, quantity.

-:aterproofing required. Possibility of resupply.
10. Men and how do you ViS114.2D TIM' circuit being activated?
11. Training cover and security considerations.
12. Any factors involved which will affect training time availability. (e.g,

medical care requirements, dental condition, extensive debriefings, report
preparation which will detract from training availability)

D.. Insure that communications clearances are secured in sufficient time to meet
time deadlines proposed.

C. Keep Connunications advised of any operational variations which affect
communications training or Communications in general.

D. Consider the inclusion of alternate and backup communications channels of a
non-electrical nature (e.g. 371, letter boxes, couriers, etc.)

The Radio Section

By the__ 	 of
IntensiTC-Training:

Prepare training signal plan w/crystals	 20
B. Prepare operational signal plan(s) w/crystals 	 30
C. Procure, test and pack sample of operational equipment	 60
D. Procure, test, and pack final operational equipment 	 75

The Training Section

A.	 Translation of Radio Operxting Instructions 10
B.	 Translation of basic cipher documents 15
C.	 Translation of training signal plan 30
D.	 Translation of operational signal plan(s) 40
E.	 Translation of any special instructions ho
F.	 Translation of special cipher instructions 60
G.	 Preparation of operational ciphers Go
H.	 Radio Fingerprint trainee(s) 75
I.	 Delivery of all radio/cipher/other communications

material to activation area 75

Communications Staff - General 

A. Assure that preliminary discussions involving planned camarunications
training are timely,

B. Assure that proper clearances are secured for comunications training.
C. Coordinate Communications' role in the operational support of individual

project and/or program.

X. GMERALCOI=ITS 

A. The most tine consuming factor in 1/T training is usually the memorization
of the norse Code and the attainment of the minimum speed of 10 words per minute. It
behooves us all to insure that this minimum goal is attained at the earliest possible
time by making use of supervised self-instruction preliminary to intensive training.
Prompt and continued attention to this principle will repay us many times. This basic
phase is also the most psychologically depressing period in communications training.
Case officers and instructors alike should make extra efforts to "cheer mu the trainee
during this phase of training.

IL A successful operation is a coordind 	 opereEOn. XSEP COORDITTATED.
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C., Instructions received from t:le Chie:f.° of CO/T:Illniaat. ons ;lone Office sub-
sequont to the preparation of the preeeedinT sections outlines in somewtha ,:. greater
detail the practices in requestin7, cloar3nces for traininE. Those are:

1.7.equest, for trabinr:, of 	 in emmuzlic.i.tions subjects Jill 1e
cahierl b-7 case of i'icor concerned for ;action by OcrzaunieLtions Divisi 031 .p :Tore
Of2ice, with info for Como, Karlsruhe. Such requests will be submitted
on.17 after the basic one:ration in eue: .7.tion ha...3 bean a7provea bv the Foreipn
T5T-717:671-concern-=--

2. The above cabled. re-I-Je;Tts ; .ti.r. indicate the specific types of traint.,
desired3 e.;70 erTpto7r.-_-17)hic p 71107' SO eode, S lEnal plans„ e:-.Taipment.

3. ';118 specific requests above w,.1i be answored.by Co7xumications DivLsion,
O.. ice i7ivinr, specific apprcivz-:a or disapproval by t:rpe of training

Disapproval of certain eatozorios of, or n11, truininc roouested ;ill be
accompanied b. reaso t.i.oroforerefor.

.i;t the time the case off'icer 7 i :request cable is received by Como,
Karlsruhe 2 a detailed cr.:r-ptoitechnical cable v,1.2i be tra:^0:71'.`..tted to Conmuni
cations Division, :Io:De Office by Ca-mo, Narlsrdie„ in order that 1 1:07.1e Office
action on trainirys requests will be e:1...peditod„

D. Attached hereto are coies of two st:indard communications renort fOrTILS
The Renort of Cormunications Assessment w:.;.:11 b endered following comunications
asse-3snent. Tae Tijy	 Te oit (irt '';`k'sro psi-es) will be rendered foll=inc
completion of each traininr, rjn the case of sta7behind trA.inces, or. monthly

the case. of active trainees underr,oinL; intensive training.. A third report on
 Lii be rendered to f;crtaunications Division, 'Jane Office,

in cryptographic channels as directed:,
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